Fly to the Edge of Space...
...where the sky appears black above and blue below.

Travel at more than 2 1/2 times the speed of
sound, to where you can start to see the curvature of the earth.
Life is either an incredible adventure or nothing at all.
SAMPLE ITINERARY

CUSTOM MIG-25 EDGE OF SPACE ADVENTURE
Day 1
Arrive Moscow. Met at airport and assisted through customs.
Escorted by our Moscow staff to the Swiss Diamond Hotel.
Evening free to relax or sightsee.

MiG-25 flights are available any
time of the year. In fact, the MiG-25
flies highest in winter, when the air
is coldest.

Day 2
Continental breakfast in hotel. Met by Incredible Adventures staff
and escorted to Zhukovsky Air Base. Fitted for pressure suit and
helmet. Review of safety systems. Pre-flight briefing with top
Russian test pilot. Mach 2+ flight to the edge of space. Pose for
photos. Celebration lunch. Return to Moscow. Evening free.
Day 3
Continental breakfast in hotel. Met by Incredible Adventures guide
and escorted on personalized tour of city or Monino Air Museum.
(Your choice.) Lunch with guide. Return to hotel. Evening free.
(This day may be used for flying in the event weather is poor on
Day 2.)
Day 4
Escorted to airport for departure from Moscow. **
** Note: Moscow is such a great city, we suggest you spend no
less than four days/three nights in Russia.

GENERAL INFORMATION
In the MiG-25, you’ll wear a
pressure suit and sit in the front
seat.

To fly in the MiG-25, you must meet certain height, weight and
health requirements.
The MiG-25 is designed to fly very high and very fast. It will
perform simple, low-G maneuvers, but was not made to perform
complex aerobatics. If you’d like to fly to the edge of space, and
perform airshow-type aerobatics, we suggest you add an L-39 jet
trainer flight or MiG-29 flight to your adventure.

One of the pilots to break the altitude record in the
two-seat MiG-25 was Alexandre Garnaev. “Sasha”
Garnaev is one of our pilots in Moscow.
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SPACE ADVENTURES
INCREDIBLE SPACE ADVENTURES
ZERO-GRAVITY

A limited number of flights in
the Russian Space Program’s
Illyushin-76 MDK zero-gravity
airplane are available. Be
prepared to fly and float about
the cabin as your instructors
help you perform floating
maneuvers including rolls, spins
and somersaults.
COSMONAUT TRAINING

Spend a full day in Star City at
the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut
Training Center using the same
simulators used by cosmonauts
to prepare for space travel.
Standard package includes the
MIR Simulator, Soyuz-TM
Simulator, Navigation Simulator, Vestibular Training and a
detailed tour of Hydrolab and
Centrifuge. Tours and training

sessions at Star City are
available separately or in
conjunction with any Incredible
Adventures program.
HYDROLAB TRAINING

Suit up in an Orlan Space suit
for a work session in the same
Hydrolab underwater facility
used to prepare cosmonauts
for space walks. Open to
certified divers only.
EDGE OF SPACE

Climb to the edge of space in
the MiG-25 “Foxbat”. You’ll
rocket at more than 2.5 times
the speed of sound to an
altitude of more than 75,000
feet high. There, you’ll confirm
the earth is round and see a sky
that’s black above and blue
below.

VOYAGE INTO SPACE

Incredible Adventures invites
you to take part in the first
commercial flights to the edge
of the universe in a vehicle
designed expressly for space
tourism.
You will see the spectacular
glow of the Earth’s curvature
and experience weightlessness
as you travel to the ultimate
destination: astronaut altitude,
100 kilometers above sea level.
The space voyage program
includes space training, final
countdown preparations, the
space flight and a gala dinner
where you will be awarded
your astronaut wings and a
space traveler certificate. Call
for complete details.
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LIFE IS EITHER AN INCREDIBLE ADVENTURE OR NOTHING AT ALL

